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  It was not uncommon for International Grain Houses and Traders to establish their own shipping 

interests, primarily as a cheaper and more efficient practice of transporting their own bulk cargoes in their own 

ships. This was particularly so during the pre - and post WW2 years, when tonnage was in short supply and at a 

premium. The grain merchant and merchant bankers Bunge & Co was one of several that decided to form their 

own shipping enterprise, so was borne the Trader Navigation Company Ltd., registered in London, during 1936. 

Bunge & Co has origins stemming from when Johann Peter Gottlieb Bunge, a Dutch businessman, founded a 

trading, and import/export company in Amsterdam in 1818. The company expanded into a huge Merchant Banking 

and Grain trading empire, over the next two centuries and now stands as a giant conglomerate in the grains and oil 

seed industry. 

Trader Navigation’s first vessel was the “Arctees” which was to be later renamed “English Trader”. However, she 

was not the most fortunate of vessels. The ship was built in 1934 at the shipyards of the Furness Ship Building 

Company Ltd at Haverton-Hill-on Tees.  

The English Trader hard and 

fast aground. On January 

13th, 1937, English Trader ran 

aground near Dartmouth 

Castle and became stuck fast 

on the rocks. Various 

unsuccessful attempts were 

made to refloat her, but 

finally her bow section was 

cut off and her stern section 

was salvaged, and a new bow was fitted. She resumed trading once 

the extensive repairs had been completed. 

English Trader 3953 GRT ran aground on the Hammond Knoll off the 

coast of Great Yarmouth, during an easterly gale and in the aftermath  

of an air attack and being bombed, on 26th October 1941. Several 

major rescue attempts by lifeboats failed, but a further attempt, the 

following day, by the Cromer lifeboat rescued the surviving 44 men on 

board. The ship was a total loss. 

All the company vessels had the same “Trader” suffix in their names and by 1939, and the outbreak of WW2, the 

company owned 3 vessels but by the time the war was over only one remained. New and second-hand tonnage 

was procured, and the fleet was re-built to six vessels by 1948. This was reduced to four tramps by the end of the 

1950s. Trader Navigation moved into the ownership of bulk carriers in 1962. By 1970s, with shipping the way it 



was, it became far mor economical to charter ships for their cargoes rather than to own vessels. Hence the 

company sold off all its ships except Essex Trader. In 1971 the company was taken over by the Bostrom Group of 

Sweden and Trader Navigation ceased to exist by 1975. Another British Steamship company acquired by foreign 

interests 

 

Originally completed for John I. Jacobs & Co Ltd., as Glenwood 4897 GRT. Changed name to Durham Trader and 

ownership to Trader Nav Co Ltd in 1948. Sold in 1958 to the Great Eastern Sg Co Ltd, with change of name to Jag 

Sevak. The vessel was wrecked off Visakhapatnam on 15 July 1965 after departing Visakhapatnam with a cargo of 

cement and general cargo. 

 

Completed 1942 by J. L. Thompson & Sons Ltd., as Middlesex Trader 7421 GRT for Trader Navigation. Sold in 1955 

and changed name to Anker under ownership to NV Anker Kolen Mij. 1955, change of name to Strovili and owner 

to Strovili Cia Naviera SA.  1958, change of name to Carnia and ownership to Marisicula SpA.  Sent for demolition in 

1965 at La Spezia. 



 

Built 1943 by J.L. Thompson & Sons Ltd as Essex Trader 7237 GRT. 1958 vessels sold and change of name to 

Eskcliffe and ownership to Esk Sg Co Ltd., 1958 sold and change of name to Sandra and owner to Pacific Overseas 

Nav Corp SA. 1959 changed owner to Empresa Naviera La Libertad SA. Scrapped at Kaohsiung 26 March 1967. 

 

Built in 1948 by Lithgows Ltd., Glasgow as Scottish Trader 5590 GRT. 1960 sold with change of name to North 

Cambria and owner to North Sg Co Ltd. Sold in 1963 with change of name to Bannercliff and owner to Bond Sg Co 

Ltd. Sold 1970 with change of name to Silver Coast and owner to Silver Coast Sg Co Ltd. 1973 sold with change of 

name to Granikos and owner to Lais Sg Co Ltd. Following a fire and explosion in 1973 the vessel was beached and 

taken to Santander for breaking, in 1974. 



 

Built 1947 by Sir James Laing & Sons Ltd. as Sussex Trader 4221 GRT. Sold in 1954 with change of name to Janani 

and owner to Malabar SS Co Ltd., Taken to Bombay October 1963 for breaking.  

 

Built in 1957 by William Pickersgill & Sons Ltd., as Sussex Trader (#2) 8449 GRT. 1964 sold with change of name to 

Herbert Macaulay and owner to Nigerian National SG Line Ltd. Sold in 1976 with name change to Anel D'Azur and 

owner to Dinamica Transmar Nav SA. Broken up at Gadani Beach in 1982 



 

Built in 1959 as Durham Trader (#2) 9189 GRT by Austin & Pickersgill Ltd. 1965 sold with change of name to Miho 

Pracat and owner to Atlantska Plovidba. 1983 Taken to Alang for demolition.  

 

 

Built in 1958 as Essex Trader (#2) 8455 GRT by William Pickersgill & Sons Ltd. 1963 sold with change of name to 

Safina-E-Ismail and owner to Pan-Islamic SS Co Ltd. 1974 sold with change of owner to Pakistan Sg Corp., 1978 

change of owner to Pakistan National Sg Corp. Taken to Gadani Beach 1987 for breaking. 

 



 

 

 

MV. JAMBI 10698 GRT built in 

1962 by Austin & Pickersgill Ltd - 

Sunderland, U.K Formerly named 

Giuca, Federal Salso, Federal Tyne. 

Originally delivered as Scottish 

Trader for Trader Navigation Co. 

Ltd. Sold out of the fleet in 1968 

when they withdrew from 

operating their own ships and 

taken over by the Swedish 

Bostram Group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Middlesex Trader 14083 GRT built 1963 by Austin & Pickersgill Ltd., Sunderland, for Trader Navigation Co. Ltd., and 

sold out of fleet in 1969 when she was renamed Homer, 1970 sold renamed Assios, 1978 sold renamed Pollux, 

1984 sold renamed Polo, 1985 scrapped at Alang. 



 

A stunning portrait of Trader Navigation’s Surry Trader 14064 GRT built in 1964 by Austin & Pickersgill Ltd., 

Southwick, 1970 sold and renamed Saturn, 1978 sold renamed Coraje, 1985 scrapped at Xingang (Tianjin). 

 

 

 

Essex Trader 13,953 GRT built in 1968 by Austin & Pickersgill Ltd, Southwick. In 1971 when the Bunge Group 

withdrew from shipping, she was transferred to the Bostrom Group, and renamed Vancouver Trader.  In 1979 sold 

and renamed New Future, 1982 sold renamed Future, 1986 scrapped at Alang. 
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